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Documenting Facility Incidents
The following manual will outline the HMIS process for Case Managers to use to document incidents that occur in
specific facilities. Incidents can include power outages, police/fire calls, client related issues, etc.
Incidents must be associated with a specific Facility. If you begin the process of logging an Incident and do not find
your facility, please notify the HMIS Team by submitting an Issue via ClientTrack.
In order to log an Incident, you will need to navigate to the “Housing” workspace. You can access all four
workspaces, “Home,” “Clients”, “Housing” and “Issues” which provide you different features for managing your
cases by clicking on the link with arrows beside the ClientTrack logo outlined with the red box below. After clicking
on that icon, you will see the four boxes appear labeled, “Home,” “Clients”, “Housing” and “Issues” and you can
toggle between them by clicking on the appropriate box to take you to that section of ClientTrack as seen below.

After selecting the “Housing” workspace you will be able to search for the appropriate Facility. You will only have
access to facilities operated by your organization. As stated previously, if you do not see your Facility after
searching, please notify the HMIS Team at OHS. It is suggested that you just select the “Search” button without
adding any search criteria.

Once the Facility has been selected from the list, the User should click on the “Facility Incidents” from the left
Menu options. Other incidents from your organization may display on this form. If you are adding a new Incident,
select the “Add New” button to launch the workflow.
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You are asked to complete as much detailed information as possible. Some fields are required and you will not be
able to move forward in the process if they are left unanswered. Other fields may not be required but you are
strongly encouraged to enter as much detail as possible. Incidents will be reviewed by a Supervisor and finally by
an Analyst from OHS.
The “Date Reported” is the date at which the User became aware of the Incident. For an Incident that does not
involve a specific Client, you will not need to search for or add a “Primary Client Participant.”

If an Incident involves a specific Client(s), you should click on the magnifying glass and search for the Client. Only
clients who have a current enrollment in the project will be found during the search. Select the Client from the
list. Additional clients who may have been involved in the Incident can be added in a step at the end of the
workflow.
The “Location Description” is the specific location of the incident.
The “Incident Date” is the precise date of the incident.
“Incident(s)” is a multi-select field that contains common incident types and more than one may be selected if
appropriate.
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The “Description of Incident, Grievance or Complaint” allows the User to include a narrative description
regarding the Incident.

The next section includes information regarding injuries, property damage and police/fire department
involvement. Depending on your response to these questions, additional information may be required.
If another Client witnessed the Incident, perform a search and add Clients as appropriate. This is NOT the place to
add another Client who was involved in the Incident.

You can add another Facility employee if they witnessed the Incident. You will only have the ability to add current
ClientTrack users in the first “Employee/Other Witness” field. If the employee is not a current ClientTrack User,
they can be added in the “Other Witness” field.

After entering appropriate witness information, you will need to complete the “Action Taken” section. The
Incident and Disposition will be reviewed by a Supervisor at your Facility and after their approval, it will be
reviewed by an Analyst at OHS.
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To update, review or modify an Incident from the Incident search form, the User will select the Blue Action Arrow
and can choose to “Edit the Incident” or “View Participants.” Select the View Participants if you need to add
additional Clients to the Incident. An Incident that was reported mistakenly or for the wrong facility can also be
deleted.

Process for RA Supervisors to Approve Disposition of a Submitted Facility Incident

Once the original Incident is documented in the HMIS by Facility Staff/Case Manager, the RA Supervisor will be
able to view the Incident in the Incident Queue. The RA Supervisor will be able to filter by a Date Range,
Disposition and/or Housing Facility. RA Supervisors need to be very diligent in reviewing the Queue. They will not
receive an email or notification of recently submitted issues.

To review a “New” Incident, the RA Supervisor will click on the pencil icon next to the appropriate Incident. This
selection will allow the RA Supervisor to review the details of the Incident and record a Disposition. Disposition
options for RA Supervisor’s include New, Pending and Approved. “New” indicates the Incident has not yet been
reviewed. “Pending” indicates the Incident has been reviewed but additional information/clarification is needed.
“Approved” designates that the Incident has been reviewed and approved by the RA Supervisor.
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Process for OHS Program Analysts

Only Analysts have access to an Incident Queue ALL ORGS and will regularly check for reported Incidents. To
review and add a Disposition, click on the pencil icon next to the Incident.

If the Analyst has questions or concerns regarding the Incident and the Approved Disposition, they will change the
Analyst Disposition to “Under Investigation” and reach out to the Facility staff for additional information. Once
everything has been updated and the Analyst accepted the outcome, they will update the Analyst Disposition to
“Closed.” Once an Incident is “Closed,” it will no longer be editable and will be preserved for future review or
audit purposes.
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Complaints – OHS Analysts
Complaints can be submitted to OHS Analysts via email, phone or facsimile. Once a Complaint is received by an
OHS Analyst, they will log the Complaint in the HMIS. Only OHS Analysts have access to the Complaint Queue. The
results will show a Non-Organization filtered list of Complaints - all Complaints across the CoC. By default, the
search form will display all complaints regardless of disposition.

To add a new Complaints, you will select the “Add New” button on the upper right of the Complaint form. The
form will launch a similar process like an Incident Report. Operationally, the complaints section is intended to only
be seen by Analysts and not by any other organization.

Complaints can be lodged against an organization, facility, staff or a general complaint. In the event of a general
complaint not associated with a specific organization, facility or staff, the Analyst should select Philadelphia HMIS
Administration which will be “catch all” for generic complaints.
Analysts will need to enter as much information as possible regarding the complaint.
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The Analyst that enters the complaint should be reflected in the “Recorded by” field.
The Analyst field is the User assigned to review, investigate, document the Action Taken and provide a
Disposition.

In order to edit or update an existing Complaint, click on the pencil icon next to the Complaint which will open the
form for edits/updates. A “Pending” disposition means an initial review of the Complaint has been completed.
An “Under Investigation” disposition indicates the initial review has been completed and additional investigation
is necessary. “Closed” designates the Complaint has been reviewed, investigated and is ready for closure. It is
important to note that once a Complaint is “Closed”, it will become a “Read Only” record and can no longer be
edited.
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